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RELIGIOUS SPIRIT 
Elizabeth City, North Carolina, USA 

 
THE GREAT WAY SAYS: 
 
You offended her. You made it truly seem as if they did not grow a spiritual way. Tell Me, 
did you truly see the sparseness of their gathering? Did you note that it was dead? Write 
it. Truly, you tried to be in My presence, but the worship way was moving in dead ways. 
The songs were sung, and the people raised their hands, and the person prayed and 
welcomed Me, but I could not have a way to penetrate them. 
 
What spirit is leading in the church way that is being mentioned?  
 
What of the religious spirit? Most with this spirit would tell others not to be religious. They 
would make you think that if you had a way to say a weakness, then you would be truly 
free of being influenced by that demon. But note the Scriptures. It was the religious 
people who were giving those being led their own way to be presented as holy.  
 
Having to say what’s bothering you will not make you holy, nor will listing all of your ways 
make you more healed.  
 
There is a major infiltration in these local church ways. The leading way would come and 
say to “follow my lead and to stop being religion-based.” But truly, King Jesus didn’t have 
to boast about His many dealings with the Great Way, nor did King Jesus lay down certain 
rituals that would place a person in line with the plan.  
 
King Jesus gave a Kingdom moving. King Jesus gave the Kingdom. King Jesus 
demonstrated the Kingdom. What do you think the religious neighbors do? The plan that 
they move in would be to tell you to get the way that they move as and stop being 
religious.  
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The religious spirit is heavy in church dealings—from the way you look to the way you 
stand or sit or pray or sing. Religion is truly a plan in place by men. What will shake off 
those dealings to let a true worship have a leading way? Love. 
 


